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Project Summary

The primary purpose of the Micro:bit USB Grapher application is to develop a stand-alone
website that will be used to collect information from one or more microbits and graph time-
series data and events. The application will allow users to graph a wider range of data than
Makecode enables. Additionally, it will allow the user to interact with the data in ways that
are not supported by Makecode such as finding features of interest. The deliverables for this
project include the implementation of the web application and the construction of instruction
manuals and documentation.

A)Stakeholder Onion diagram
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B)Stakeholder Descriptions

The System

The system is at the center of the stakeholders as it is what is being built and what the project
is centered around. In this case we have the host on the server and the website.

Primary Users

K - 12 educators

K - 12 educators will be using the application for computing activities. They will use it within
the school curriculum as a teaching aid to assist in the display of points-of-interest for a variety
of experiments.

Middle and High School students

Middle and High School students (Ages 12-18) will also be a group that will use this application.
Because of this, it will be important to create a service that will be easily accessible to a younger
audience, while also managing not to lose the attention of the user by implementing a high level
of simplicity.

Secondary Stakeholders

School Teacher

School Teacher, Teachers could use this device for teaching in the school but we can consider
them as secondary stakeholders.

Tertiary

Programmers or Developers

Programmers or Developers are Responsible for developing the application. Also, they have to
work closely with the coordinators for implementing based on the requirements.

Application Designers

Application Designers or UX designers are responsible for creating interaction with how primary
users will use the application while also accommodating the needs of the secondary stakeholders.

Application Evaluators

Application Evaluators will test the whole application. It should be close to the primary users
experience. After all they should report the feedback to the programming and UX team.
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C)Stakeholder Goal Influence Table

D)Stakeholder Goals Summary

Based on the meetings the primary group of this application is K-12 educators and Middle
and High school students who may not have the ability to understand and fill in complex
inputs. So, a Friendly way to collect data at the first stage is important. In the second stage,
the whole concept of this website is to analyze data and visualize the data. So, it should be
understandable. If the students face difficulties in using the application it might take more
time for them to understand how to work with this application. On the visualization side, the
application should provide promising interaction for the outputs. Without a good interaction
with graphs, charts, and plots it could be difficult for the users to understand the output. The
interaction could be a new method of Zoom In/Out, Click and movements and ....
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E)Personas

Primary Persona 1

Name: Daniel
Age: 13
Residence: Lansing, Michigan
Description: Daniel is a student and he loves making a new type of toy. He is a creative and
curious student who wants to learn to code and he talked to his teacher and parents about his
enthusiasm to learn to code. However, he doesn’t know how to start. He googled a lot and find
several websites for learning the coding but they are too complicated or advance. One day he
found a poster about a workshop for a new tiny device that you can learn to code and play with
it. It’s called the micro: bit. He registered for the workshop and after that, he figured out how
much is easy coding with this device and he actually can make his first toys.

Primary Persona 2

Name: Ali
Age: 10
Residence: Lives with his parent in Tehran, Iran
Description: Ali is a very shy student, he has a few friends and he doesn’t like to talk with
other students or friends. However, he is very attentive and likes drawing. His parents decided
to send Ali to an English summer school. In this summer school teachers use Micro: bit for
teaching language. Ali and other students in this school learned how to work together and also
learn the language group at the same time.

Secondary Persona 1

Name: Jim Atwood
Age: 45
Residence: Married, has two adult-aged children living in NYC.
Description: Jim is a fourth-grade teacher at one of the NYC high schools. Jim is a very
creative teacher and he likes to use new technologies in his class. However, his main concern is
using some coding language for teaching might too complex for his students. He found Micro:
Bit as a very simple and effective tool for teaching coding to the student. He is very excited to
use Micro: Bite to his class.

Secondary Persona 2

Name: Ruth
Age: 35
Residence: Young Learner Manager, Spain
Description: She is a Learner Manager at a language school in Spain. They use high technolo-
gies for teaching English to the students. One of the main goals of the classes invites students
to collaborate more and learn in an interactive environment. she believes after using The micro:
bit classes have been an incredible addition to our courses this year. They allow students to
code in English and work on dynamic projects where they are thinking, designing and coding.
This work has really helped boost their confidence when speaking in English.
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Simplified HTA

The preliminary content of the website is a graph interface with the ability to analyze manipulate
data. It will have options such as scalable Zoom In/Out, pan through data, view events of
interest. Also, It should contain the export function for exporting the data. The buttons will
be on the side of the website as a sidebar for having a full interaction with graphs and models.
We need also a control button for start, stop and pause on the data.

Simplified HTA Summary

Appendix A: Meeting 1 Notes

The goal of this project is to develop a stand-alone web site that will collect information from
one or more micro:bit and allow users to graph a wider range of data and interact with the data
in ways not supported by Makecode.
The primary demographic will consist of Middle School and High School students; however,
it could be expanded to a much broader audience in the future. This is not responsible for
ensuring that users know and understand how to use it. We are supposed to find a user friendly
way to collect and analyze data.

Appendix B: Meeting 2 Notes

We are supposed to find a user friendly way to collect and analyze data and convenience is a
primary concern. The team should consider multiple independent graphs or multiple axes for
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graphing from a variety of data sources and responsible for choosing our framework. Moreover,
Experiments that are importing data into our application could last for days, weeks, or even
months.
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